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ABSTRACT

Objective: To provide a generic approach for developing a domain-specific interface terminology based on SNOMED CT and to apply this approach to the domain of intensive care.

Methods: The process of developing an interface terminology based on SNOMED CT can be regarded as six sequential phases: domain analysis, mapping from the domain concepts to SNOMED CT concepts, creating the SNOMED CT subset guided by the mapping, extending the subset with non-covered concepts, constraining the subset by removing irrelevant content, and deploying the subset in a terminology server.

Results: The APACHE IV classification, a standard in the intensive care with 445 diagnostic categories, served as the starting point for designing the interface terminology. The majority (89.2%) of the diagnostic categories from APACHE IV could be mapped to SNOMED CT concepts and for the remaining concepts a partial match was identified. The resulting initial set of mapped concepts consisted of 404 SNOMED CT concepts. This set could be extended to 83,125 concepts if all taxonomic children of these concepts were included. Also including all concepts that are referred to in the definition of other concepts lead to a subset of 233,782 concepts. An evaluation of the interface terminology should reveal what level of detail in the subset is suitable for the intensive care domain and whether parts need further constraining. In the final phase, the interface terminology is implemented in the intensive care in a locally developed terminology server to collect the reasons for intensive care admission.

Conclusions: We provide a structure for the process of identifying a domain-specific interface terminology based on SNOMED CT. We use this approach to design an interface terminology based on SNOMED CT for the intensive care domain. This work is of value for other researchers who intend to build a domain-specific interface terminology based on SNOMED CT.
3.1 Introduction

Systematic recording of clinical data is central to the use, exchange, analysis, and interpretation of this data. To this end, numerous terminological systems have been developed. A terminological system interrelates concepts of a particular domain and provides concepts with related terms and possibly definitions and codes (1). Terminological systems can be distinguished as aggregate terminologies, reference terminologies, and interface terminologies, each used for different purposes and each serving different requirements regarding their intended use and domain (2-4). Aggregate terminologies, such as ICD-9 CM, are used to categorize disease encounters into disjoint classes (3;5;6). The lack of structure and formal semantic definitions for classes in most aggregate terminologies however results in shortcomings when aiming for data re-use (7). Reference terminologies, such as SNOMED CT, are meant to address these re-use issues by providing precise meaning by formal concept definitions (i.e. semantic definitions), required for consistent and computer-readable coding and storage of clinical data (8;9). Finally, interface terminologies are used for actual data-entry into electronic medical records, facilitating display and collection of clinical data in a simple way while simultaneously linking user’s own descriptions to structured data elements in a reference terminology or aggregate terminology (8).

SNOMED CT is regarded the most comprehensive terminological system for coding clinical information (10;11). Its wide coverage and semantic structure aim at making it applicable as a reference terminology while the mappings to existing aggregate terminologies such as ICD-9CM enable aggregate terminology features. SNOMED CT also includes several terms for each concept that can be used in an interface terminology for data-entry. However, its use as an interface terminology in a clinical setting is the subject of discussion in many studies (e.g. 8;12;13). In case all of SNOMED CT is provided to users for systematic data collection, its comprehensiveness forms an impediment, as it contains large amounts of concepts that are irrelevant for most clinical domains. Furthermore, the extensiveness of SNOMED CT, covering all kinds of medical domains, does not guarantee that SNOMED CT completely covers the detailed information necessary for data collection in a specific clinical setting (8;12-14). Accordingly, instead of providing all of SNOMED CT to the users, an interface terminology based on SNOMED CT is proposed to provide easier adoption to the user requirements, i.e. the non-relevant content of SNOMED CT is excluded and the relevant concepts and terms which are not present in SNOMED CT are added to the interface terminology (15). Despite its advantages for structured data entry, no formal methods to develop a domain-specific interface terminology based on SNOMED CT have been described. The present medical informatics literature has dealt with different parts of this process, such as mapping from domain concepts to SNOMED CT concepts (16), terminology modularization techniques (17). However, thus far no papers concern the
methodology underlying the process of designing an interface terminology based on SNOMED CT as a whole. To fill this gap, the objective of this paper is to provide a generic approach for developing a domain-specific interface terminology based on SNOMED CT. An application to the domain of intensive care is used to illustrate this process.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 SNOMED CT

SNOMED CT is the world’s largest concept-based terminological system. The January 2008 release, which was used in this study, contains 284,777 active concepts associated with 737,695 active terms and interrelated by 860,865 active relationships, which can be hierarchical (i.e. IS-A relationships) or non-hierarchical (i.e. any of about 60 attribute relationship types such as “finding site” or “causative agent”). SNOMED CT is a compositional terminology i.e. it supports post-coordination, the use of composite expressions of concepts to define and refine (new) concepts (18-21).

3.2.2 Interface Terminology development process

We propose that the process of developing an interface terminology based on SNOMED CT involves six sequential phases: domain analysis, mapping from domain concepts to SNOMED CT concepts, creating the SNOMED CT subset based on the mapping results, extending the subset with non-covered concepts (i.e. user defined concepts, relationships, and terms which are not included in SNOMED CT), constraining the subset by eliminating irrelevant content, and deploying the subset in a terminology server. In the following sections each of these phases are briefly described. An overview of the process and the output of each phase are provided in Figure 3.1.

Domain analysis

It is important that the interface terminology provides the level of granularity needed by the users. Therefore, to develop a domain-specific interface terminology based on SNOMED CT, the relevant parts of SNOMED CT need to be extracted. Domain analysis is defined as the knowledge acquisition process by which the relevant information for a particular interface terminology is identified (22). To this end, different resources, such as historical data in medical files, medical domain expert knowledge, and/or existing standards or domain ontologies can be used (15;16;23). Using historical data is intricate and time consuming; medical files, especially paper based files, are often unstructured and there is a large variation in terminology used among care providers. Semi-automatic or fully-automatic processing tools can facilitate the process of terminology acquisition from historical data (16;24). However, these tools are usually domain and language specific, and,
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If not available, costly to build. Gathering the knowledge from medical domain experts is also not straightforward since these experts can not be brought together frequently for knowledge elicitation sessions and they can overlook important concepts (22). Existing standards or terminologies within the domain of interest can provide an ample starting point. These are usually based on expert agreement and provide a good overview of the knowledge needed within a certain domain.

Figure 3.1 Interface terminology development process.

Mapping from domain concepts to SNOMED CT concepts
Mapping is defined as creating a link between the content of two systems, in this case the domain concepts derived in the domain analysis and the target terminological system such as SNOMED CT, through semantic correspondence (6;25). Mapping can be done with different methods comprising (semi-) automated or manual procedures (25-27). Manual mapping of large amounts of source concepts (e.g. when creating a mapping between a system like ICD-10-CM and SNOMED CT) is time-consuming and automated tools might be used to assist this task (26;28). Automated mapping tools are usually domain and
language specific, and, if not available, costly to build. The level of confidence in automated mapping can vary from application to application (29;30). In all cases, manual review is required to validate the output of the automated mapping and to map the portions that failed the automated mapping (27;29;30).

In case of manual mapping, more than one reviewer is needed and agreement statistics need to be calculated to determine interrater reliability.

**SNOMED CT subset creation**

A SNOMED CT subset is a group of concepts, descriptions and/or relationships relevant for use in a given domain. To create the subset, in a database for instance, terminology modularization or segmentation techniques such as hierarchy traversal can be used (16;17;31).

In extraction by traversal, the SNOMED CT hierarchy is considered as a rooted directed acyclic graph and the subset is extracted by starting at a target concept and following its links to other concepts to include them in the subset (17). Hereby, the structure of the SNOMED CT hierarchy remains intact in the subset. In downwards traversal, the algorithm only goes down the Is-A hierarchy from the target concepts, including all their subordinates. In upwards traversal, the algorithm only goes up the Is-A hierarchy from the target concepts, including all their superordinates. Figure 3.2 gives an illustration of these hierarchy traversal algorithms (17). In downwards traversal or upwards traversal from attributes, also the attributes of the target concepts are traversed.

The hierarchy traversal mechanism that is used for subsetting depends on the purpose for which the interface terminology will be used. In case the interface terminology is going to be used to record detailed information in medical files, the subordinates (downwards traversal) and the related attributes (downwards traversal from attributes) of the target concepts should be included.

![Figure 3.2 Examples of hierarchy traversal algorithms](https://via.placeholder.com/150)
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Figure 3.2 Examples of hierarchy traversal algorithms: in downwards traversal, the algorithm goes down the Is-A hierarchy from the target concepts, including all their subordinates and in upwards traversal, the algorithm goes up the Is-A hierarchy from the target concepts, including all their superordinates.
Extending the subset with local concepts, relationships, and terms

The advantages of creating an interface terminology based on SNOMED CT are among others the possibilities to include concepts, relationships, and terms which are not present in SNOMED CT required by the user (15). Such extensions can be placed into one of the three categories (32): 1) Adding a new interface term, i.e. a term that does not exist in SNOMED CT, but that describes an already existing SNOMED CT concept. 2) Adding a new leaf concept as a subordinate of an existing leaf concept, i.e. generation of an entirely new concept in the SNOMED CT hierarchy, along with its preferred and interface terms and relationships (Figure 3.3). 3) Adding a new node concept as a superordinate of existing concept(s) or leaf concept(s), i.e. the concept is absent, and the missing concept is a parent of one or more existing SNOMED CT concepts. In order to add the concept to the hierarchy, it should be “grafted” into some branches of the SNOMED CT tree (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Examples of subset-extension: a new leaf concept and a new node concept are added to the hierarchy together with their relationships.

Constraining the subset

Subsetting SNOMED CT and subsequently extending the subset result in a (smaller) set of interrelated SNOMED CT and local concepts, descriptions and relationships. However, this subset may still contain a large amount of concepts and relationships that are irrelevant and may require further constraining. This can be done by systematically filtering irrelevant content from the subset. The included non-human concepts in SNOMED CT, for instance, might be irrelevant for clinical domains and can be excluded from the subset. When one develops a subset of diagnoses one might restrict to concepts coming from the subtype hierarchy disease (disorder). Another possibility is limiting the graph depth, by terminating the downwards traversal when some criterion is reached, relating either to the depth of the graph, or to the size of some other property of the target concept (17;31). It is also possible to clean the subset manually by removing the irrelevant and anomalous parts after an evaluation with the end users.
Deploying the subset in a terminology server

Interface terminologies are designed to support interactions between humans and structured medical information systems. To achieve this goal, human interfaces to computer applications, i.e. terminology servers, are needed to provide the content of an interface terminology to its users (33). Together with a client for knowledge browsing, terminology servers can be used at the point of care to enter patient observations, findings, and events into the computerized patient records.

3.3 Case study: An Interface Terminology based on SNOMED CT for Intensive Care

In the intensive care, diagnostic information is often recorded in different systems in free text or using a specific classification system resulting in registration insufficiency. For instance, calculation of case-mix-adjusted mortality risks in the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) IV prognostic model requires a variety of patient information, such as physiological parameters, co-morbidities and reason for ICU admission. The reason for ICU admission is captured using the APACHE IV classification (34). However, the diagnostic categories in this APACHE IV classification lack the detail and structure needed for an unambiguous description of health problems. Therefore, the same information about the reason for intensive care unit (ICU) admission is often separately registered in medical files and discharge letters, but with more detail and in free text. Hence, there is a need for a standard terminological system to support multiple use of single recorded diagnostic information. To facilitate this goal, the use of an interface terminology based on SNOMED CT is proposed. For our case study this interface terminology should enable recording of detailed and structured reasons for ICU admission in daily care practice, from which the corresponding APACHE IV category can be determined automatically. But it should also be useful for other purposes, e.g. aggregation of patient groups in research, automated discharge letters and triggering decision rules.

Domain analysis

Using historical data for terminology acquisition was difficult as diagnostic information in intensive care is mostly recorded in free text. Automatic processing of this data was not feasible as there were no tools available to translate the Dutch intensive care free text entries into English terms or into terms from another language for which a SNOMED CT translation exists.

A few standards are available for the domain of intensive care. For instance, the reasons for ICU admission, required for the calculation of the APACHE II and APACHE IV prognostic models are collected using respectively APACHE II reasons for admission classification including 54 diagnoses, and the APACHE IV reasons for ICU admission classification
including 445 diagnoses. In general, the prognostic models serve the purpose of calculating case-mix-adjusted mortality rates to measure the quality of care (35;36). However, the corresponding classifications are also used for aggregation of patient groups for retrospective research.

Within this case study we will use the APACHE IV classification to start identifying the intensive care-specific SNOMED CT subset, as the APACHE IV classification is the most extended and widely used classification within the domain of intensive care (34). In spite of its extensiveness and wide use, the use of the APACHE IV classification as an interface terminology is limited, due to the fact that no synonyms are used to describe the diagnostic categories, and because of its strict mono-hierarchical structure. In the APACHE IV classification, each diagnostic category is first classified as non-operative or post-operative, representing respectively acute conditions leading to ICU admission and procedures after which patients are monitored on the ICU. Next, categories are distinguished by body system (e.g. Cardiovascular, Neurologic, Respiratory) or a transplant- or trauma-related category, and then by diagnosis (e.g. “coronary artery bypass graft”, “bone marrow transplant”, “face injury”). A residual “other” category is used for unlisted diagnoses within each body system, transplant, and trauma category (e.g. “Non-operative gastrointestinal disorder - other”).

**Mapping from APACHE IV to SNOMED CT**

Each of the 445 APACHE IV diagnostic categories was mapped to one or more SNOMED CT concepts. Given the relatively small amount of categories to be mapped, the mapping was performed manually.

Composite APACHE IV diagnostic categories (i.e. containing more than one diagnosis such as “chest trauma with spinal trauma”) were first split into atomic diagnoses (i.e. “chest trauma” plus “spinal trauma”). These atomic diagnoses were then each mapped to a SNOMED CT concept. Finally, the composite categories were represented as the conjunction of the mapped SNOMED CT concepts. Some atomic diagnoses are used in more than one composite diagnostic category. The atomic category “Chest trauma”, for instance, is part of 16 APACHE IV diagnostic categories in the trauma group. Each of such atomic diagnoses needed to be mapped only once to a SNOMED CT concept.

The concepts in SNOMED CT were navigated using the CliniClue browser (version 2006.2.30), a look-up engine for SNOMED CT concepts. Mapping consisted of three consecutive activities:

1) Interpreting and analyzing the meaning of the APACHE IV diagnostic categories. To resolve ambiguities in the diagnostic categories, the researchers consulted an intensivist. This was done for 10% (n=45) of the diagnostic categories. For instance, from the structure of the APACHE IV classification it was not clear what the exact meaning of the diagnostic
category “Non operative heart transplant” was. It could be mapped to the SNOMED CT concept “Planned operative procedure for heart transplantation” which is a preoperative concept or to “cardiac transplant disorder” which is a concept meant to describe possible complications of a previous heart transplantation. Intensivist consultation revealed that both are possible and therefore, both matches are included in the current mapping. The ambiguous terms encountered in all classes of the APACHE IV classification with a majority (12 categories) in the Transplant class.

2) Matching one atomic APACHE IV diagnostic category to one or more active SNOMED CT concept(s). The diagnostic categories were first mapped to pre-coordinated concepts. The following three rules were applied to search for the right APACHE IV diagnostic categories in the SNOMED CT hierarchy: I) selection of the correct SNOMED CT category, e.g. non-operative APACHE IV diagnostic categories were searched for in the "disorder" subtype hierarchy of SNOMED CT and post-operative APACHE IV diagnostic categories were searched for in the "procedure" subtype hierarchy of SNOMED CT, II) selection of the appropriate search term, i.e. start with the APACHE IV term and in case of unsatisfactory results, continue the search with the corresponding synonyms and abbreviations, and III) verify the final mapping by examining the relationships of the SNOMED CT concept to ensure a correct concept-based mapping. In case no pre-coordinated match was available, a post-coordinated match was searched for. Post-coordination was based on the concept model of SNOMED CT and was not restricted to the functionalities of the CliniClue interface. To this end, post-coordination instructions in the SNOMED CT guides were followed (19;20;37). In case an exact match could not be found in SNOMED CT, the APACHE IV diagnostic category was mapped to an appropriate superordinate concept.

3) Assessing each matched category-concept pair on how well they matched by marking each category-concept pair as “complete match” (i.e. an APACHE IV category matches to a semantically equivalent SNOMED CT concept), “non-match” (i.e. no semantically equivalent SNOMED CT concept is available) or “partial match” (i.e. matches to superordinate concepts).

The mapping process was performed independently by two medical informatics researchers (FBR and LA), both practiced in coding medical data and with knowledge of the APACHE IV classification. Furthermore, the researchers were educated in SNOMED CT with extensive knowledge of the SNOMED CT guidelines beforehand. Before the mapping, there was a general agreement between the two researchers on the mapping activities, including how the quality of the matches would be defined and how post-coordinated matches would be represented. The final match was based on consensus between the two researchers. In case of disagreement, a third researcher (RC), a SNOMED CT expert, was involved. The interrater reliability, i.e. the percentage of the APACHE IV diagnostic
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categories that were similarly mapped to one or more SNOMED CT concepts by the two researchers, was 90%. For the remaining diagnostic categories, in half of the cases consensus was reached and half of the diagnostic categories were also searched for by the third researcher to achieve consensus.

At the end, the diagnostic categories in the APACHE IV classification were mapped to 404 atomic SNOMED CT concepts in the disorder and procedure subtype hierarchies. Additionally, 67 concepts were needed to post-coordinate concepts. Table 3.1 provides some examples of the different mapping types.

Table 3.1 Examples of the mapping types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APACHE IV diagnosis category</th>
<th>SNOMED CT concept(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete match Pre-coordinated</td>
<td>Colon cancer or rectal cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malignant tumor of colon (disorder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malignant tumor of rectum (disorder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete match Post-coordinated</td>
<td>Repair of ventricular aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is-a: Repair of aneurysm, Procedure site – Direct: cardiac ventricular structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial match to a superordinate concept</td>
<td>Other gastrointestinal cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malignant neoplasm of gastrointestinal tract (disorder)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 provides the results of the mapping between the APACHE IV classification and SNOMED CT. SNOMED CT provided complete matches for 89.2% of the diagnostic categories. There were no non-matches. For 10.8% of the diagnostic categories a partial match was found. Partial matches were all related to the diagnostic categories including the word “Other” (e.g. “Non-operative cardiovascular disorder - Other”). The use of post-coordination supported the good matching scores: 39.1% of all complete matches and 31.4% of all partial matches were realized through post-coordination.

**Subset creation in SNOMED CT**

As mentioned the interface terminology will be used to record clinical data for daily care processes, automatic generation of discharge letters, and for calculation of APACHE IV mortality risks. Therefore, we need to isolate the concepts related to the APACHE IV diagnostic categories and their subordinates and attributes by downwards traversal.

To this end, the core data structure from SNOMED CT was imported into a Microsoft Access Database to isolate the subset using SQL queries. The results of the mapping procedure (i.e. the mapped SNOMED CT concepts) were used as target concepts. From each target concept, downwards traversal and downwards traversal from the attributes was performed (Figure 3.2) (17). All identified links and nodes were added to the subset during iterative steps. Table 3.3 shows the number of disorder and procedure concepts and the
number of attributes added to these core concepts in the subset during each iterative downwards traversal step. If the graph traversal depth would be limited to for example two steps the 404 source concepts resulted in identification of 22,606 disorder and procedure concepts, but when the graph traversal depth would not be limited this would result in 83,125 disorder and procedure concepts in the subset to be used in the interface terminology. At the end, the Microsoft Access Database included three SNOMED CT tables, i.e. concepts table, descriptions table and relationships table containing the SNOMED CT subset.

*Extending the subset with local concepts, relationships, and descriptions*

In this phase of the development, the isolated SNOMED CT subset was extended with local concepts, relationships, and descriptions to represent the APACHE IV diagnostic categories which were not covered (by pre-coordinated concepts) in SNOMED CT. The extensions were based on the categories described in section 3.2.2. For all concepts representing a diagnostic category from the APACHE IV classification, the APACHE IV term with the related APACHE IV code was added as the preferred term. For diagnostic categories that were mapped to a post-coordinated concept, the post-coordinated match was added as a pre-coordinated concept using the SNOMED CT guides (19;20;37). Also for the partial matches, a new pre-coordinated concept was added to the SNOMED CT subset. This step was necessary to enable the aggregation of the detailed clinical information to the appropriate APACHE IV categories required for calculation of APACHE IV mortality risks. Finally, the hierarchical relations between the APACHE IV categories were added to the subset to represent the APACHE IV classification tree in the subset. For instance, we added the class “APACHE IV Medical disorder” as a subordinate of the SNOMED CT concept “Clinical finding” and then added “Is-a” relations from all APACHE IV classes (i.e. systems disorders, transplant, and trauma categories) to this class. This step was necessary to enable creation of aggregated patient data based on APACHE IV categories.

The type and the amount of extensions to the extracted subset are presented in Table 3.4. Figure 3.4 provides some examples of the different extension types in the SNOMED CT hierarchy. The extensions were all added to the extracted SNOMED CT core data tables. The subset was extended with 325 concepts, 1243 relationships for these concepts, and 597 descriptions.
Table 3.2 Results of the mapping from APACHE IV classification to SNOMED CT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APACHE IV classes</th>
<th>Number of diagnostic categories</th>
<th>Number of complete matches(%)</th>
<th>Number of partial matches(%)</th>
<th>Number of “Other categories” in partial matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitourinary</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematology</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transplant</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Number of disorder and procedure concepts added to the subset for each iterative downwards traversal step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downwards transversal step</th>
<th>Number of disorder and procedure concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>44206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>62212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>73818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>79705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>82031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>82806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>83064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>83122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>83125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Constraining the subset**

It is hard to decide to which level the depth of the graph should be restricted. Use of SNOMED CT in daily care practice requires high granularity but if the depth of the graph is not restricted and only the non-human concepts in SNOMED CT were excluded from the subset this would result in 233,782 concepts, 660,008 descriptions and 665,394 relationships in the database. This can hardly be named a SNOMED CT subset. The use of the SNOMED CT subset in real practice should reveal to which level of depth the SNOMED CT graph should be restricted and whether the SNOMED CT subset needs...
further constraining. Therefore, this phase of the interface terminology development will be repeated after initial evaluation in an intensive care setting.

Figure 3.4 Subset-extension examples in SNOMED CT

**Terminology Server**

The interface terminology was deployed using the local terminology server DICE (Diagnoses for Intensive Care Evaluation). DICE consists of a SOAP-based Java terminology service together with a client for knowledge browsing and post-coordination (38).

The DICE client can be used to add controlled compositional descriptions to clinical records. The implementation of DICE offers physicians three ways to search for the appropriate reason for admission: (a) a short list containing the most frequently occurring reasons for admission in an ICU, (b) the APACHE IV classification entry, and (c) entry of (a part of) its preferred or synonymous term. The system returns all terms matching the
given free-text query. The user can then select any one of the returned terms, after which, a list of subordinate concepts is shown, if these exist. Once a concept is selected, DICE enables post-coordination to provide concepts with more detailed information. For example, Sepsis can be further qualified by finding site, causative agent and the underlying diagnosis, but such further specification is not mandatory. In case a concept can not be found in the interface terminology it is also possible to enter the diagnostic information in free text. Finally, users can also provide comments on each entry.

Table 3.4 Examples of extension types, i.e. new content to the SNOMED CT subset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension types</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>APACHE IV diagnostic category (code)</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Linked Concept(s) in the subset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New description</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>Repair of abdominal aortic aneurysm (228)</td>
<td>Preferred term to</td>
<td>405525004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New leaf concept</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>Repair of ventricular aneurysm (227)</td>
<td>Is-a</td>
<td>75087007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Procedure site – Direct</td>
<td>21814001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New leaf concept with multiple parents</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Abdomen/face trauma (192)</td>
<td>Is-a</td>
<td>128069005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125593007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New node concept</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Carbon monoxide, arsenic or cyanide poisoning (146)</td>
<td>Is-a</td>
<td>724780909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf concepts to the newly added node concept</td>
<td>[17383000] Toxic effect of carbon monoxide</td>
<td>Is-a</td>
<td>Carbon monoxide, arsenic or cyanide poisoning (146)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64189001</td>
<td>Arsine poisoning</td>
<td>Is-a</td>
<td>Carbon monoxide, arsenic or cyanide poisoning (146)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66207005</td>
<td>Toxic effect of cyanide</td>
<td>Is-a</td>
<td>Carbon monoxide, arsenic or cyanide poisoning (146)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Discussion
The use of all of SNOMED CT as an interface terminology in a specific clinical setting is the subject of discussion in many studies (8;12;13). It has been argued that using SNOMED CT for a particular specialist application requires the creation of an interface terminology based on a domain-specific subset (15). Nevertheless, very few studies focused on the process of designing such an interface terminology based on SNOMED as a whole. In this study we contribute to this issue by enumerating and combining the different phases in the
processes of identifying an interface terminology based on SNOMED CT. As far as we
know, this study is the only work that provides an extensive overview of the total process
and can be used as a reference by other researchers who also intend to develop a domain-
specific interface terminology based on SNOMED CT.
Due to the lack of a Dutch SNOMED CT translation using historical Dutch data as a
starting point for the subset is infeasible. Furthermore as in this case study one of the
important use cases is to calculate mortality risks we used the APACHE IV classification as
a starting point to identify the intensive care-specific SNOMED CT subset. The APACHE
IV classification is the most extensive and widely used classification for the intensive care.
Use of the interface terminology by its end users should reveal whether the SNOMED CT
subset based on the APACHE IV classification is sufficient for collection of diagnostic
information for multiple uses, including daily care processes. It should also shed light on
the optimal size of the interface terminology, i.e., whether a full extension is needed and
useful, or whether a limited extension better enables the collection of diagnostic
information. Eventually, other resources might be required to optimize our interface
terminology content (22). The free text entries and comments provided by the users in
DICE, for instance, might provide a common ground for this purpose.
To identify the equivalent concepts for the APACHE IV categories in SNOMED CT, a
mapping was realized. Previous studies on mapping aggregate terminologies to SNOMED
CT have shown that the mapping can be influenced by the structure and the content
characteristics of both systems (4;6;25). In the APACHE IV classification, for instance,
some categories are provided with classification rules, e.g. “Respiratory Arrest” is provided
with the additional rule “without cardiac arrest”. While these kinds of rules are used in
aggregate terminologies to make clear what should and what should not belong to a class,
they are not included in terminological systems such as SNOMED CT, which are used to
document clinical data (21). Consequently, these rules are also not accounted for in the
mapping. Furthermore, the diagnostic categories including the word “Other” (e.g. Other
cardiocvascular disorder or Other respiratory disorder) are residual categories for conditions
that can not be allocated to more specific categories. These categories formed the largest
part of the “partial match” group. Again while these kinds of categories are used in
aggregate terminologies to classify data, they are not included in formally defined reference
terminological systems such as SNOMED CT (21). These diagnostic categories were all
matched to a superordinate concept in SNOMED CT and were included as a pre-
coordinated concept in the extended subset.
An intensivist was consulted to interpret ambiguous APACHE IV categories. As this
interpretation may be subjective, a duplicate interpretation by two independent domain
experts is advised, with a conflict resolution process similar to that used for the mapping.
Post-coordination has been proposed and demonstrated as an approach to improve the content coverage (12). Also in this study, the use of post-coordination resulted in better matching scores as 34.9% of all complete matches and 31.4% of all partial matches were realized through post-coordination. The use of post-coordination is thus an important factor to bear in mind when considering SNOMED CT for data collection.

The results of the mapping procedure were used to create the relevant SNOMED CT subset. One of the advantages of the subsetting is to isolate the users from the complexity of SNOMED CT and to extend the subset with user required content which was not included in SNOMED CT (12). Depending on the restriction of the depth of the graph traversal the number of disorder and procedure concepts range from 5,570 (i.e., 2% of all active SNOMED CT concepts) to 83,125 (29% of all active SNOMED CT concepts). In addition, when fully expanding the subset, more than 150,000 concepts can be added as attribute values to further specify the disorder and procedure concepts, resulting in a subset of 233,782 concepts (82% of all active SNOMED CT concepts). A previous study showed that a subset of about 2700 concepts from SNOMED CT was sufficient to cover 96% of clinical notes for patients admitted to the intensive care over a period of 5 years (16). Even under the condition that the study was performed in another setting with a different basic assumption, it indicates that it is likely that restricting the level of the graph is necessary.

However, the domain of intensive care is rather complex and broad, involving a diversity of clinical problems. A simple appendicitis, for instance, may lead to severe sepsis with a wide range of possible underlying microbiological agents. So, for the interface terminology to facilitate sharing and aggregating this kind of data for different purposes, it should enable a detailed registration of widely diverging clinical problems and their attributes. An evaluation of the interface terminology by its end users should reveal whether shrinking is necessary and, if so, what parts could be reduced.

The advantage of creating an interface terminology is among others the possibility to include concepts, relationships, and terms which are not present in the reference terminology, but which are required by the user. Therefore, as diagnostic categories such as “head trauma with chest trauma” occurs frequently in the ICU and are part of the APACHE IV classification, these should be included as pre-coordinated concepts in an intensive care specific interface terminology. Yet, because SNOMED CT does not support the creation of collections (i.e., defining A “with” B), it is hard to represent these composite diagnostic categories correctly (39). Instead, in SNOMED CT, collections are usually defined using the logical “And”. For instance, the concept “195878008|Pneumonia and influenza” is modelled as a taxonomic child of “6142004|Influenza” AND of “75570004|Viral pneumonia”, referring to situations in which a patient has both Influenza and Viral pneumonia. Although not strictly logically correct, in line with the SNOMED CT modelling, within our study we also represented the composite diagnostic categories such
as “head trauma with chest trauma” as a taxonomic child of two or more other concepts. As argued before, further research is needed to gain more insight into the consequences this representation will have in practice, mainly for the purposes of querying patient data (39).

A major issue in using the (extended) subset in an interface terminology in practice is its maintenance. A new version of SNOMED CT is published every six months and may introduce (large) changes in the terminology content (40-42). Also the SNOMED CT rules regarding for instance post-coordination might change (42). These changes can affect the local extensions and consequently the consistency of the captured data. Therefore, in order to retain its utility, the interface terminology needs to be updated on a regular basis and an update mechanism, as for instance described in the SNOMED CT Reference Set Specification, should be in place to organize this process (40;43;44).

The real test of our interface terminology will come when it is used in practice in a computer based patient record. Although a lot of studies have focused on the content coverage of medical terminologies, only a few examined how clinicians interact with the terminological system during data entry (45;46). In the next phase of our project, we will evaluate the interface terminology in an intensive care setting in an Electronic Health Record. The evaluation will not only focus on the terminology content, but also on the user interface of the terminology client (3). Especially the effect that the size and comprehensiveness of the content have, and ways in which users can be adequately supported to handle these need further study.

Conclusions

To our knowledge, we are the first to report on the process of developing a domain-specific interface terminology based on SNOMED CT. The application of the proposed approach to the domain of intensive care resulted in an interface terminology which can be used to facilitate sharing and aggregation of data for different purposes. Future work should reveal whether the method is also applicable for other domains.
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